
 

 

 

INTRODUCING EVERHOME SUITES 

  

Everhome Suites is an all-new-construction midscale extended-stay brand by Choice Hotels International 

that’s designed to help developers build a strong portfolio and empower guests’ success on the road. 

Whether travelers are on the clock or off, they’re always building. Wherever each building block leads, 

Everhome Suites is here to help with the comfort, convenience and stability needed to get them there. 

  

     
  

BRAND INFORMATION 

   

Everhome Suites offers a totally fresh take on extended stay as the first brand to enter the heart of the 

midscale extended-stay segment in nearly a decade. Hotels offer apartment-style accommodations that 

empower guests to customize their environment to the way they live and work during longer-term stays.  

  

           
 

Spacious studio and one-bedroom suites have flexibility built in to suit guests’ needs. All rooms feature a 

combination of defined spaces that separate work from play and customizable “me” space with: 

− Rolling, variable height workstation – perfect for finishing up work ergonomically or sitting down for 

dinner. 

− Full-size closet and additional open and closed storage so guests can stay organized for the days 

ahead. 

− Spa-like bathrooms with ample counter space and high-quality fixtures.   

− Pet-friendly options so guests can bring their favorite companions on the road. 

 



 

 

Fully equipped kitchens support guests’ health and wellness lifestyles and allow them to maintain routine 

on the road with: 

− Appliances, like full-sized refrigerators, dishwashers, stovetops and microwaves. 

− Everything they need to prepare and enjoy a home-cooked meal: flatware, cookware and plenty of 

counter space.  

− “Extras” to tackle just about any recipe: small appliances, such as blenders, crockpots and electric 

tabletop grills will be available to rent at the front desk.    

 

      
 

Modern and sophisticated public spaces, including: 

− Multipurpose lobby areas that allow guests to eat, work or relax.  

− Fully outfitted, spacious fitness centers with cardio and strength training equipment. 

− Business centers with printing capability. 

− Libraries and guest laundry facilities. 

− 24/7 self-service marketplaces with a variety of hot and cold breakfast options.  

− Design options that take their cues from local culture, including murals by hotel entrances and public 

space artwork depicting the surrounding area.  

− Outdoor pools at some hotels, depending on the market. 

 

      
 

For more information on Everhome Suites, visit media.choicehotels.com/everhome-suites.  
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